openQA Tests - action #67990
[functional][u] gpg no longer presents pinentry dialog
2020-06-11 11:25 - dimstar

Status: Rejected
Priority: Urgent
Assignee: SLindoMansilla
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Milestone 30

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-Tumbleweed-DVD-x86_64-extra_tests_in_textmode@64bit fails in gpg

This started happening today. Snapshot 0609 still had the right dialog

0609: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1294360#step/gpg/8
0610: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1296812#step/gpg/9

A bit of digging hints at this being an openQA change, not a product change. A rerun of 0609 today leads to the same issue:
0609-rerun: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1296978#step/gpg/10

( git log b256b47f5..master ; b256b47f5 was the rev used in the passing test)

Test suite description

Maintainer: okurz@suse.de

Mainly console extratest.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 20191009

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 2020-06-11 11:43 - dimstar
- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent

Setting to 'urgent' - it's a regression on openQA side (verified by rerunning previously passed test); gpg is amongst the most important things in the distro, hence its test is crucial

#2 - 2020-06-12 07:36 - michel_mno
I hit same problem with Leap15.2 ppc64le https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1296619#step/gpg/9

I made a trial adding new gpg-passphrase-enter-20200611 needle, that allow to enter passphrase, but the application directly asked to repeat passphrase rather than to warn for insecure (as expected by openQA gpg.pm):
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1297539#step/gpg/10

2021-05-15
#4 - 2020-07-30 10:42 - SLindoMansilla
  - Subject changed from gpg no longer presents pinentry dialog to [functional][u] gpg no longer presents pinentry dialog

#5 - 2020-07-30 10:45 - SLindoMansilla
  - Status changed from New to Rejected
  - Assignee set to SLindoMansilla
  - Target version set to Milestone 30

Dialog came back one month ago: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1301159#step/gpg/8